
THE CLEAR TOUCH™ DIFFERENCE: 

WHAT SETS US APART 

Top Ten Differences 
Between Clear Touch Interactive® & Our Competitors

 

Custom  
Experience

Intuitive  
Collaboration

Flexible  
Environment

With so many interactive displays, smart panels, digital signage systems, 

and wireless presentation and collaboration solutions on the market—how 

do you know which products are really best for your organization? We 

believe that the best technology solutions allow users to customize their 

experience, collaborate intuitively, and create flexible environments.

When making your next purchasing decision, consider maximizing ROI 

and cost-effectiveness by investing in multi-purpose products that are 

able to grow and adapt as your organization’s needs change. Clear Touch 

Interactive® has developed innovative product features and accessories 

that set us apart from the competition and empowers users.
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Smart, Multi-Touch Technology
In addition to 20 points of simultaneous touch on Windows, Mac OS and Android OS, our panels also allow the 
ability to use the touch screen and write with the pen at the same time. Clear Touch Interactive® displays feature 
a cool, smooth-glide surface that is 99% accurate without calibration and responds to touch in milliseconds.

More Sizes, Consistent Experience
Clear Touch™ offers panel sizes from 55” to 86”. Unlike many of our competitors, we also use the same 
design requirements for every panel size, which means we can guarantee a fully integrated, consistent 
experience across all of the panels in your organization.

More Connected, Intuitive User Interface
We want the focus on you and your work, not on finding the right cables to make the panel connect. 
That’s why we provide multiple USB ports and multiple HDMI inputs as well as an optional PC and optional 
WiFi unit to make connection flawless and set-up extremely simple. Our new series also includes HDMI 
outputs and, of course, users can always connect wirelessly from any device.

Better Customization & Accessories
While many of our competitors try to lock you into a specific configuration, the Clear Touch™ line of products 
includes accessories that allow for complete customization and flexibility. Easily adjust the height of your 
panel, convert your panel into a table, or mount your panel to any surface without additional reinforcement.

Software & Platform Agnostic
Speaking of trying to lock you in—many of our competitors sell customers interactive displays only to 
require ongoing annual software licenses or cloud-based storage subscriptions. Clear Touch Interactive® 
displays are both software and platform agnostic, which means you can connect with any device and use 
any program you like, including our robust, subscription-free software suite.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
A better product at a better price. Clear Touch™panels don’t require ongoing software subscriptions and 
are easier to install, set up, and maintain than competitive products, reducing the overall cost—often, our 
total cost of ownership is even lower than products that are much less robust and reliable. Plus, our panels 
place much less of a burden on your IT team.

UL Certified, Lower Failure Rate
Every component that we use to design and manufacture our Clear Touch Interactive® displays goes 
through rigorous safety and reliability testing by United Laboratories, the leading safety testing laboratory 
in the world. That’s probably why we also enjoy an industry-leading DOA failure rate of less than 1%.

U.S. Owned & Operated.
Unlike most of our competitors, we are a 100% American owned and operated company. 
We take immense pride in both the quality of our products and the reliability of our customer support.

Reliable Service & Support
We don’t ship our support services overseas or install our products and walk away. Clear Touch Interactive® 
is a full service vendor with regional, in-house support. We stay with our customers through installation, 
training and ongoing customer support to make sure that you’re properly set up and getting the most out 
of your interactive displays.

Better Warranties
Clear Touch™ offers 3 and 5-year warranties on all products and accessories.  
Most competitors offer only 1-year warranties.


